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In March 1967, a Cessna 195 flew from Oregon towards San Francisco carrying a family of three:
Alvin Oien, Sr. (the pilot), his wife Phyllis and step-child Carla Corbus. Their complete story is
currently told for the very first time -- the "Carla Corbus Diary" is uncovered here along with the
family members letters that accompanied it, never before published completely. the family
members survived the crash for almost two months but the ruggedness of the terrain and the
fact that they had been far off their intended training course made getting them by sight
impossible. This was before radio-beacon type emergency locators were required tools for
airplanes; civil aircraft.Half a year afterwards, the eventual finding of the wreck by hunters
shocked the nation. A diary and series of letters from the survivors described their predicament.
These Oien family documents in addition to photos of the family members and from the search
are contained in the tale.This tragedy spurred political action towards the required Emergency
Locator Transmitters (ELTs) that are carried aboard all U.S. Searchers motivated the elements in
the mountains also produced living impossible over time of time had passed. ELT radios have
preserved thousands of lives given that they were mandated and their technology proceeds to
improve and find more dropped people. Pilots who examine this story will never fly without a
flight plan, survival gear, or a working ELT. In aviation, we say the rules are "written in
bloodstream.While certainly tragic, the Oien family's legacy has a brighter aspect: Their story led
directly to this effective legislation of requirements for the airplane locators that have since
saved therefore many lives in search-and-rescue operations." This compelling story is the
"blood" behind the ELT regulations. Because of worse-than-predicted weather, it transpired in
the Trinity Mountains of California only eight miles from a highway and beneath a active
commercial airway.
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As the writer so brilliantly stated - risking it is the human story This book caught my eye as after
many years as an airline Captain, I went back to graduate school to finish my doctorate in
another of the criminal justice/forensic sciences and spent the next 15 years behind crime scene
tape before becoming an author. Nixon did an excellent job with information, thoughts, & As the
author therefore brilliantly stated - risking it is the human tale. Whether mainly because pilots,
adventurers, or just humans - obtaining through our time sometimes we push just a little past
that red range, sometimes getting a clear route on the other hand, sometimes only conference
our mortality.The author does an excellent job of conveying that through narrative prose,
pronouncements of both human beings and nature, and investigative documentation. Crafted
from details obtained at the crash site from a diary and notes of the family that in the beginning
survived a plane crash, the author skillfully places us there with them, notes normally
impersonal as to things they wish they had to consume, or chores needed to be done in the
home - a beacon in to the strength of the human spirit as it fights to live. Prepare yourself to
have your heart broken. I believed this was a well written book because of the author being a
pilot himself and able to share so very much information on flying and with such a personal
interest in the story, his passion for uncovering the facts comes to the reader.. There, by fate or
human action as remote control to indictment as judgment, suddenly too close and too late, we
have been there - hoping that providence and momentum won’t spew us out the additional side
before we've one last opportunity to turn the wheel to attain safety.All I ask is that when I die,
We still believe strongly in what We cannot help but believe and what I actually cannot help but
end up being. Many thanks Mr. Nixon, for reminding me of this. Excellent book I pre-ordered this
book and received it a few days ago. The author, professional pilot Ross Nixon, has done an
exceptional job presenting the story of an ill-fated cross-country flight by a family within their
personal airplane. The tale is gripping and hard to put down; Solving the puzzle was part of my
life, which story just spoke if you ask me, a plane downed in the dense forests of the West close
to where I grew up, and a family's struggle to survive, unfamiliar, and unseen in a scenery
brutally blind and chilly to their outcome. feelings. Amazing tale telling and reality
reconstruction! Aerial searching for a missing small plane is a very complicated procedure.As a
reader, I came across it to be a compelling browse & psychological tragedy; it is frustratingly
unfortunate.I would suggest this publication to anyone associated with or thinking about general
aviation. In addition, it makes clear why we carry SPOT locators, personal locator beacons,
406MHz ELTs, and signalling gadgets. frustration with many of the situational issues & Which
leads to the effective figure of the dad/The Boss/The Great Santini - I think a lot of us can
empathize with the author and with the son's of Mr Oien in that having such a forceful existence
in our lives and gone instantly is a jolting knowledge... What struck me was the family's desire to
live, yet the inability to do so. Eight weeks. It really is as if fate chosen this family to make a point.
We are but one action of character, one mistake of humanity from becoming in a place echoed in
the brave words of the Oien family members - place where, by some failing of eye or hand, the
evil of man, the involuntary flick of the atmosphere, or just geography, we are faced with death.
a spot which had been raised previously and set aside due to obvious indifference or apathy.The
Author's revelation of the similarities between his Father & Alvin, and their C195s is an
interesting reward for the reader, as will be the personal accounts provided by Al Jr and his
siblings. Nixon's writing "puts you there" and it had been difficult to avoid reading. Five Stars
Good book Five Stars Read it in a single sitting, whilst researching through the web. You won't
ever take shortcuts in flying in remote control areas after scanning this book This book is an eye-
opener as it pertains to carrying emergency and survival equipment and food within an airplane,



especially when flying over inhospitable terrain. As a pilot/outdoorsman, I came across myself
feeling some discomfort & And why we fly along populated routes whenever you can, and why
we make certain someone knows where we are going and how we intend to make it happen.
Carla's heartbreaking story, told through her diary, teaches the rest of us valuable lessons. I
know it has forever changed just how I look at flying in remote control areas. You fly sortie after
sortie of usually three to five hours each, several times a day. A highly recommended book. Good
story, boring book Since I’m a pilot who is especially thinking about accident investigations, I
needed this book. This tale was written perfectly by Ross Nixon and is suitable for all audiences
whether you are a pilot, crash investigator, aviation enthusiast, or somebody who just enjoys
nonfiction. However, this publication is badly created, with many repetitions, odd wordings, and
some places where the grammar is just wrong. While this reserve was easy to read in that I felt
like I was sitting with the writer, having a sit down elsewhere with him as he told me the sad tale,
it had been also hard to read, since I knew how the story ended. A great book for aviators and
their friends! Though all that was found so many months afterwards was dark hair and bones,
the Oien's legacy was the necessity for airplane crisis radio beacons - something that has kept
many other families from struggling the same fate. Thank you Ross for developing a very
personal accounts of one of General Aviation's most notable tragedies. Not merely is this
publication instructive, but packs a huge psychological punch as you get to know the Oien family
and then endure their chilly and hungry demise.. You must have good information about the
topic aircraft's intent, highly trained resources which are tenacious and correctly equipped, and a
administration team that's relentless. Filling the sky with lightweight aluminum (search planes
with minimally trained crews) simply does not work. A crashed Cessna 195 can match an area
how big is a living area and become under trees, vegetation, or snow. Wonderful read Would buy
once again! You are searching for clues of something that will not belong there in huge timbered
and mountainous terrain generally, and as in the Selecting Carla story, with adverse weather
conditions too. She hasn't died in vain. This book contains numerous designs and I enjoyed them
all. There is usually a very slim, conical viewing angle that the downed aircraft could be spotted
from the air and then you may only have a second or two to view it and after that recognize
everything you saw. Finding Carla can be an incredible untold tale in regards to a plane crash
which led to major legislative changes regarding emergency locator transmitters. The story is
truly interesting, and I really believe it worthy of an excellent telling. Buy it! Experience Captured
This book reconstructs the agonizing last days of a family group of plane crash survivors and the
heroic attempts to get them. Using diary entries, news clippings, interviews, and search
documentation, author Ross Nixon weaves collectively a comprehensive and center breaking
recreation of a tragic accident and the impact it had on enhancing modern air safety. A
completely avoidable scenario with a tragic final result which has played itself over and over
1,000's of that time period in the US.. Very powerful! Compelling story What a moving story Ross
Nixon has written! I got no idea nor acquired never thought about before how the crisis beacons
being on board each airplane came to be something most of us now take for granted. The
editors did a bad work of marking the draft for correction before publication, and the result is a
book that's truly boring.We reluctantly put the book straight down with the next thoughts in my
head. It had been heart rending to read the notes left out by the mom and daughter and to
understand that they could have been saved got that they had a beacon up to speed. failures
within the story. Wonderful This is the story of my children. Finding Carla is usually a haunting
story.
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